
Thinking from Oakland: Urban Study in the Town

● Introductions
● Why now?
● What is Urban Study?
● History of this project
● What this project is / is not
● What / who are we looking for?
● Public scholarship: book, website, events + more...
● Submissions / timeline
● Next steps

● Pair / share activity (if time)
● Chances to dialogue throughout



Introductions: Editors

● Trisha Barua (Cultural Studies, UC Davis + Reiki Healer)
● Erin McElroy (Feminist Studies, UC Santa Cruz + Anti-Eviction Mapping Project)
● Alex Werth (Geography, UC Berkeley + Good Culture)



Why now?

● Pivotal moment in Oakland + academia
● Oakland

○ Decades of devaluation: economic + symbolic
○ Crisis of redevelopment and displacement
○ Imposition of outside models of urban geography + politics
○ Erasure of local understandings + communities

● Academia
○ Globalization of urban processes
○ Globalization of privileged cities + “experts” via social sciences
○ Resistance from marginalized voices, but not recognized as urban research



What is Urban Study?

● Working definition: The multiplicity of ways that people decipher + describe 
Oakland / cities, placing themselves within its contested pasts, presents, and 
futures.

● From urban studies to Urban Study
○ Urban studies: “Expert” knowledge made by privileged people in privileged 

cities
○ Urban Study: Everyday knowledge made by people from across a range of 

intersectional identities and disciplines, both inside + outside of academia
● Inspired by ideas of the Undercommons + Black Study (Moten + Harney)
● Attempt to re-value and center the unrecognized labor of Urban Study



History of this project

● The “Oakland School” of Urban Studies (2015 / 2016)
○ UC grad students from across humanities + social sciences
○ Supported by UC Humanities Research Institute 
○ oaklandschool.ucdavis.edu

○ Jeanelle Hope (Cultural Studies, UC Davis)
○ Savannah J. Kilner (Gender Studies, UCLA)
○ Allison Logan (Sociology, UC Berkeley)
○ Eli Marienthal (Geography, UC Berkeley)
○ Andrea Miller (Cultural Studies, UC Davis)
○ Dorie Perez (Interdisciplinary Humanities, UC Merced)
○ Magie Ramírez (Geography, University of Washington)
○ Divya Sundar (City + Regional Planning, UC Berkeley)
○ Claire Urbanski (Feminist Studies, UC Santa Cruz)



History of this project

● The “Oakland School” of Urban Studies 
○ Prefigured Urban Study in terms of 

approach to public scholarship
○ Association of American Geographers in 

San Francisco (April 2016)
○ Public event at Main Branch, Oakland 

Public Library (May 2016)



History of this project

● The “Oakland School” of Urban Studies 
○ Prefigured Urban Study in terms of 

“expanding the frame”
○ Reading group on different topics 

depending on member commitments

○ Race + citizenship
○ Gentrification + displacement
○ Art, iconography + cultural economy
○ Policing + surveillance
○ Urban planning + governance
○ Settler colonialism + Indigeneity



What this project is

● Curated collection of writing + art at intersection of space + humanities
● One attempt to center work that offers new / old understandings of Oakland’s 

histories and geographies, in resistance to displacement / erasure
● Balance between storytelling + reflection on political stakes of storytelling
● Public scholarship: neither academic nor anti-academic
● Labor of love!



What this project is not

● Exhaustive / definitive
● Community history, oral history, StoryCorps, etc.
● Premised on the notion that Oaklanders have a “problem” understanding + 

narrating their / our city, or that academics have a better understanding
● Paid (sadly)



What / who are we looking for?

● Essays, poems, artworks + other representations of Oakland that challenge the 
disciplinary boundaries of the social sciences + resonate beyond academic and 
governmental spaces

● People typically marginalized by authoritative accounts of Oakland / cities
● People with extensive lived experience + cultural / political work in Oakland
● Grad students, artists, activists, poets, indie cartographers, culture keepers…
● POC, queer + trans folks, women, workers, disabled people



Public scholarship

● Book / anthology
○ 9-12 essays, reviews, long-form poems, dialogues
○ Maps + visual art
○ Antipode Book Series

● Website
○ Short-form + experimental texts
○ Multimedia art (sound, video, etc.)
○ More flexible platform
○ Public + evolving

● Events
● Other ideas?



Submissions / timeline

● Targeted outreach to networks, extensive circulation of CFP, flyering, in-person 
session + media coverage

● Feb. 16: Contributors submit proposal (<500 words) + bio / links (<200)
● End of March: Editors respond to submissions
● End of June: Contributors provide draft of work
● Rest of 2018: Editors work with publisher + contributors
● Sometime in 2019 (TBD): Publication of book

● Website + events can come earlier



Next steps

● Please send inquiries + submissions to:
○ tabarua at ucdavis.edu
○ emmcelro at ucsc.edu
○ awerth at berkeley.edu

● Feel free to reach out with any questions about submission!
● We’ll post slides + additional notes on urbanstudyoakland.wordpress.com



Pair / share

● Assuming that you’re interested, what are some questions that you might like to 
explore as part of this project?

● Regardless of whether or not you’re interested, what additional questions do you 
have about this project?


